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Date: 10-7-10

Field Bulletin
Issue:

In linked Megatouch and TouchTunes machines, each system addresses pricing
differently, which can cause discrepancies between their books. However, you can
modify the Megatouch Coin-In Table so that the books match more closely.

Games Affected:

Megatouch systems that are linked to a TouchTunes jukebox.

Symptoms:

There will be a books discrepancy between linked Megatouch and TouchTunes
machines.

Solution:

To set the pricing on the Megatouch to minimize discrepancies:
1. Enter Operator Setup on the Megatouch by pressing the SETUP button.
2. Touch Credits/Pricing.
3. Touch Quick Price Setup and select the pricing option that you wish to use,
then touch the < button in the top-left corner of the screen to return to the
Credits/Pricing Menu.
4. Touch Coin-In.
5. You will now need to adjust the Coin-In Table based upon the values you set in
Quick Price Setup. Coin-In values will differ depending on whether you selected 6, 4,
or 3 Credits for $1.00 in Quick Price Setup.
To change the Coin-In Table: Starting with the bottom of the screen, change the
values in the table by touching the EDIT buttons to the right of the values and then
entering the new value. To eliminate a row, touch EDIT and then select 0. After
you’ve done this, adjust the “Credits” column by using the + and – buttons on either
side of the credit field you want to change. To eliminate a row, set it to 0.
Adjust your Megatouch’s Coin-In Table as shown in the image for each
pricing option.
3 CREDITS FOR $1.00:
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4 CREDITS FOR $1.00:

6 CREDITS FOR $1.00:

6. When you are finished setting the Coin-In table, touch Main Menu, then touch the
TouchTunes button.
7. Ensure that “Number of Merit Credits per TouchTunes Song” is set to the pricing you
wish it to be.
NOTE: TouchTunes charges 50 cents per song play, so however you decide to
set your pricing, please be sure that the Megatouch is collecting at least 50
cents per TouchTunes play.
To determine how much a song will cost to play from the Megatouch, multiply
“Number of Merit Credits per TouchTunes Song” by the base price of a credit that
you selected (i.e., 3 credits for $1.00 = $0.33 base credit, 4 credits for $1.00 = $0.25
base credit, and 6 credits for $1.00 = $0.16 base credit).
Example: If pricing is set to 4 credits for $1.00, the base credit would be 25
cents, so if the Number of Merit Credits per TouchTunes Song is set to “1”,
you would be charging 25 cents per song play; if Merit Credits per
TouchTunes Song was set to “2”, you would be charging 50 cents per song
play; if it is set to “3”, you would be charging 75 cents per song play.
8. When you are finished setting your pricing, touch the X button and confirm that you
want to exit out of Operator Setup.
If you have any questions please contact AMI Technical Support by phone at 800-523-2760
or 215-826-1400, or by e-mail at TechCenter@amientertainment.com.
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